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“I never wanted to die so much,” says Maria. And this is how “The Revisionist” begins.

We all have family, and with them comes both great joy and great frustration. Whether tied by blood

or by choice, Dobama Theatre shows us how family relationships can be tested in Jesse Eisenberg’s
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“The Revisionist.” Running now through April 3, the regional premiere is a mix of amusement and

heartache that rivals that of any of our relatives.

Directed by Leighann Delorenzo, “The Revisionist” features Dorothy Silver as Maria, Andrew Gombas

as David, and John Busser as Zenon.

David comes to Poland, arriving three hours late, starting his relationship with his seventy-five-year-

old second cousin Maria off on the wrong foot. Although Maria welcomes her house guest with open

arms, David insists he’s just there to write. She tries to feed him and he puts her off. She tries to talk to

him and he retreats to his room. She makes plans to show him the city and he makes her cancel.

It is the awkward dance of two people widely-spanned between generations.

Still, Maria welcomes David as if they are already connected. The tension is palpable as Maria

reaches out to her blood, her family, but David pushes back with a nonchalant air of solitary

independence.

Lighter annoyances soon fall by the wayside as David reveals his writing struggles, and as Maria

opens up about her horrific experience during wartime as a Polish Jew. The levity of David’s

vegetarianism, and his hilarious shock at seeing Zenon shaving Maria’s legs becomes crushed in the

shadow of loss, failure and loneliness.

There are very funny moments in the production, brought off perfectly by all of the actors. Silver and

Gombas are a tag team of gleeful deceit as they “teach” Zenon some English. But this makes the dark

moments all the more devastating, as a night of vodka and “Who’s On First” turns to tears and

confession.

Silver, Gombas and Busser are very real. The characters are layered in such a heartfelt bubble of truth

that it’s hard not to get sucked into the stunning story. Eisenberg’s writing and Delorenzo’s direction

makes the tiny apartment seem like the entire world is crammed into and waiting within the hushed

secrets of Maria’s home.

The set (Aaron Benson), lights (Marcus Dana), sound (Jeremy Dobbins), props (Yesenia Real-Rivera)

and costumes (Zachary Hickle) all provide the appropriate atmosphere for an old lady’s Polish

apartment, where life changes for everyone.

“The Revisionist” is a thoughtful, provocative piece on what it means to be family, and how different

souls walk on the Earth amongst those family members. And afterwards, you'll want to go call your

grandma.

Tickets are $25-28, with Senior & Student discounts available. For more information call the Box

Office at 216-932-3396 or visit www.dobama.org. “The Revisionist” runs now through April 3, 2016.
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